CVU ANNOUNCEMENTS
Tuesday, October 23, 2018
Red Day
Birthdays:

Silas Cote, Cassidy Frost, Jane Lindsley, Nina Pikes

Menu:

Macaroni & cheese w/deli style cubed ham
Macaroni & cheese served w/carrots

Activities:

Booth Advisory field trip R1
Boys Soccer Playdown v Spaulding at CVU 3:00 - dismiss 2:00

===================================================================================================================================



EnACT is hosting Taona Makunje Chigwenembe on Friday, 11/9 after school from 3-5pm. Taona is
a visiting fellow from Malawi working at 350Vermont through November; she will lead a Climate Justice
workshop that also gives us time to start to develop art pieces (poems/spoken word, music, paintings
are all options) reflecting our perspectives on climate justice and/or proposed solutions and actions. All
CVU students are welcome to attend this free workshop. There will also be free food. Join us!



Lost and Found is up for grabs – check out the table in the front of the Main Office. Will be there for
the week and then it will go away.



LEGALLY BLONDE will be performed this weekend on Friday and Saturday at 7:30 and Sunday at
2:00 Tickets are close to selling out for some performances, so get your tickets NOW! Purchase tickets
on line at Ticketsource.us/cvutheatre, or avoid the on-line ticket processing free by getting your tickets
at the front office with cash or check. Tickets are $8.00 for students, children, faculty and staff and
$10.00 for general admission.



Nordic Ski Team Information Meeting on 10/25 in the CVU Cafeteria 6-6:45pm for NEW skiers and
parents- team & equipment information 6:45-7:30pm for ALL skiers and parents- changes for this
season & fundraising. Please see Sarah Strack in room 200 or email sstrack@cvsdvt.org with
questions. Lots of information can also be found on cvunordic.com

===================================================================================================================================

DIRECTION CENTER:
College Visits Are Here! Please come on time, during a free block or with permission from your teacher. If you
are going to be late, please let Karen in the Direction Center know the day before so that the college rep waits
for you. All visits are 45 minutes long.
Tuesday, October 23
12:30 pm Colby Sawyer College
2:00 pm Eckerd College
Thursday, October 25
8:45 am SUNY College at Potsdam
1:00 pm Southern New Hampshire University
====================================================================================================================================

WORD OF THE DAY: Brouhaha
A state of commotion or excitement: hubbub, uproar
Some etymologists think brouhaha is onomatopoeic in origin, but others believe it comes from the
Classical Hebrew phrase barukh habba', meaning "blessed be he who arrives" (Psalms 118:26).
Although we borrowed brouhaha directly from French in the late 18th century, etymologists have
connected the French derivation to that frequently recited Hebrew phrase, distorted to something
like brouhaha by worshippers whose knowledge of Hebrew was limited. The word eventually came to
be used in a sense similar to "applause" and in the sense of "a noisy confusion of sound" —the latter
being the sense that was later extended in English to refer to any tumultuous and confused situat ion.

Examples of BROUHAHA
There was much brouhaha in the tabloids over the young actor's sudden marriage to the
woman who had been his high school sweetheart.
"But where do you go, when the temperatures are soaring and you want to cool off but without
all of the brouhaha that comes along with a trip to one of our more popular, crowded city
beaches?"
— Ji Suk Yi, The Chicago Sun-Times, 25 July 2018
Merriam-Webster
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